
Accepted Software 
We accept files from the newest versions of Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator and Adobe InDesign.  
We cannot accept files from QuarkXPress, Freehand, CorelDraw, PageMaker, Publisher, PowerPoint or 
Word. If you have artwork in these unaccepted programs, save or export an EPS, PS or PDF file to 
submit. Include a low res screenshot of the artwork to compare against once we open the file into 
Illustrator. 

File Setup 
Set up all files at 100% full print size. Use 50%, 25% or 10% size if necessary. The art template grids for 
each product will explain if your art should have bleed and how much bleed. Each art template grid will 
show green lines which will show you the limitations for placing crucial elements, such as text, logos and 
important photographic areas inside of.

Resolution of Images 
We recommend 100 dpi at full size, with an acceptable range of 75 - 100 dpi. Resampling up an image 
in Photoshop to a higher dpi, will only soften the image, not add detail. Always preview raster artwork at 
actual print size to check for any hidden flaws. 50 dpi and lower can still look good from a distance, but 
may look pixelated upon closer inspection.  

To clarify the resolution requirements: If you are creating a single image that will span the entire 
background of a 117.5” x 89.25” Mirage display. That image at 100 dpi should have 11750 x 8925 
pixels. A common mistake might be think you are OK because you have a 100dpi image. But if this 
image is actually only 10 inches wide, then it only has 1000 pixels of image in the width. So once that 
image is sized up to 117.5” wide, then the dpi drops to only 8 dpi. (1000 ÷ 117.5 = 8.51 dpi). So you 
need the dpi to be correct at the true print size. 

CMYK vs. RGB Mode 
We prefer files in RGB color mode. If given the option of "embedding a profile" when saving any art file, 
you should always choose to embed it.

Best Black Specifications 
For darkest black output, set solid black objects in your file, including vector and raster art, to these 
specs: RGB Color Mode -- R: 0 G: 0 B: 0 CMYK Color Mode -- C: 100 M: 100 Y: 100 K: 100 

Fonts 
Outline all fonts before submission. 
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Pantone PMS Colors 
You should spec all crucial color matches from the PMS Pantone guidebook. There are some colors we 
cannot reproduce exactly, but we will get as close as each printer allows. If choosing Pantone colors in 
Photoshop or Illustrator, select your colors from the "PANTONE Solid Coated" library, to get the most 
accurate results. Critical color issues should be coordinated with your sales representative. Unique mixes 
of various CMYK %, or RGB values, cannot be verified in a guidebook and will print "as is." 
 
Placing Raster Images 
For placement into Illustrator, InDesign and Quark, save images as Photoshop EPS’s. Set Preview 
setting to TIFF 8 bits/pixel and Encoding to JPEG (Maximum Quality). Make sure to uncheck any of the 
check boxes in the Photoshop EPS save dialog window, as these options can cause problems with the 
RIP software. Do not embed or parse the files. Always link and then send along all images, which allows 
for quality checks and color correction. Embedded images cannot be guaranteed. When saving out an 
.ai file, please make sure to turn off "Create PDF Compatible File." Leaving it on will force embedding of 
the images, which will cause a very large .ai file size, which will be doubling the megabytes you are 
sending us, since the image data is also your separate linked images. 
 
Raster Only Art 
 If no vector art is used, raster only artwork can be sent in as a JPEG with the quality slider maxed out at 
12, or a TIF file with LZW compression. 
 

Artwork Restrictions 
 Colors produced using different output processes or fabric types will not match exactly.  
 All custom profile cuts, including rounded corners, must include a vector based template for 

computerized cutting. Vector art that has been “auto-generated” around raster artwork using vector 
path creation tools are not acceptable since they always come out jaggy.  

 If creating Pantone colors in your raster artwork, then submit a Photoshop PSD layered file.  
 Remove any extra Photoshop alpha channels from your files, used during file creation.  
 If you submit a color as a “tint” or percentage of a PMS color, it will be printed “as is.” We cannot 

guarantee the “tint” as the PMS guidebooks and color charts do not show us exactly what that tint 
should look like. You may want to choose a lighter shade PMS color instead.  

 If designing for printing on dyesub fabric, do not design with borders around the edge, as they may 
become uneven due to the stretching of the fabric during production. If you must, thicker borders are 
more forgiving, than thinner borders. We cannot guarantee the even thickness of borders on fabric if 
you use them. 


